This article describes how the Baiana, a regional folk-type in Brazilian culture could be shaped with the contribution of the literature, music, religion and scholarly works, its role in the shaping of Brazilian-ness and Afro-Brazilian identity, with some possible effects in the lives of the real people refered under this label.
Narratives, characters, performances: The reason for this character's appearance as the protagonist of the narrative on race/skin color/ ethnicity and the legitimacy of its priesthood that has been woven through Candomblé is justified by the fact that, during the investigation for my doctoral thesis (Cruz 2008) , upon being asked the question "If Candomblé had a face, what would it be?", almost 100% of the interviewees in my doctoral research invariably came up with an identical response. They described the face of a middle-aged black woman wearing traditional baiana garb. Some of the respondents further described that woman as portly. Although their descriptions do not quite match the one provided by the song's lyrics (in which no mention is made of the character's race, skin or color). The face of Candomblé would therefore appear to have a specific gender, race, skin color, age range and regional origin. However, neither Nina Rodrigues nor Manuel Querino -pioneers in the description of Candomblé during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuriesmake any mention of the founding of Candomblé whereas, by the 1930s, Édison Carneiro had heard and reported on the story of the "three African princesses" -Iyá Akalá, Iyá Adetá and Iyá Nassô, who established Candomblé in Salvador (Carneiro 1978: 56 
Enters the Baiana
In 1938, a decade before Pierre Verger's arrival, another important character in this scenario arrived in Salvador: Ruth Landes. This is how the anthropologist introduces us to the baiana:
"Negro women were everywhere, in colorful skirts and turbans and white blouses reflecting the sun. Usually they were older women, powerful in appearance and self-confident, and keenly interested in the work at hand." (Landes 1996: 17) The image of the baiana that appears on the cover of the first Brazilian edition of City of Women [trans. A Cidade das Mulheres (Civilização Brasileira, 1967) ] is iconic: duly consecrated in and by the media (including literature, cinema and Carnival parade themes). Throughout the book, baianas (occasionally referred to as "nagô black women") are the real protagonists, which worth to call the attention upon the author's in her pioneering, who preceded everything else that happened regarding to the exposition and reiteration of the baiana's role.
During the interregnum that covers the period between Ruth Landes's arrival in Salvador and the present day, the baiana's image has been further enriched by a series of other factors, among which I might emphasize the world of Samba School parades in Rio de Janeiro's Carnival -the most universally recognized symbolic moment of Brazilian-ness-specifically, her incorporation by composers, musicians and craftsmen as a major signifying component of this realm. Rio's Carnival is a ritualized celebration of nationality [as a product by one hand, of the State-led "domestication" of the Carnival itself and, by the other, of the construction of the category "povo" as an instance of legitimization of the populist state, where the lower classes-hereupon resignified as either "trabalhadores" or "artistas"-stand as a silent alibi for the elite in charge (Oliveira 2006; Paranhos 2003) ] in which images, values, characters and narratives are continuously re-engineered, year after year, parade after parade. The Samba school's myth of origin (indeed, the myth of origin of the samba itself ) tell us that the ala das baianas represents the primordial and most authentic core of the Samba Schools, and the latter is related to quasi-religious meetings said to have been held at Tia Ciata's terreiro of Candomblé in the Cidade Nova quarter. 4 However, Carnival historians currently agree that the baianas from the Samba Schools which paraded in the 1930 to 1950 were originally cross-dressed men which escorted the School, clearing the way for the parade in the crowd, and eventually acting as guards whenever fights burst with rival schools (Araújo 2009 ).
In 1960 the Mangueira Samba School introduced an ala das baianas in its annual parade; the participants of this group were the wives and mothers of Mangueira's samba community who, due to modesty and decency, could no longer parade as dancers or cabrochas. Other schools emulated this initiative in the following years.
At last, in the 1970s, the ala das baianas became mandatory item in every Samba School parades, working as a trademark of the group's authenticity. In 2006 the Independent Samba School League (which establishes rules for the Carnival parade), waived the obligatory rule of feminine exclusivity in the ala das baianas, by the reducing of the number of ladies up to take part in the parade due to, according to some sources 5 their conversion to evangelical faith.
This baiana's transference from Salvador to Rio de Janeiro -which was then the federal capital city and, more so than it is today, the cultural showcase of Brazil-leads to her universalizing as a national symbol that transcends her earlier status as a mere regional type. Samba Schools were not solely responsible for this process. Popular music itself (as demonstrated by the song in the epigraph), notably songs composed by Dorival Caymmi (who settled in Rio de Janeiro in the 1930s) and sung by Carmem Miranda, were also crucial not only to a dissemination of the baiana's image but also as source of inspiration for the creative dynamics of Samba Schools in general.
Nowithstanding, we must not forget that Ruth Landes alternatively calls their natives of baianas and "nagô black women", and this denomination recalls a specific character attributed to them: their association to the Candomblé terreiros reputed as "pure Africans", which make them superior to mestiças and caboclas women. However in this specific case, the connotative nagô, is not necessarily associated to the women's supposed ethnic background. Landes didn't ask them about their ancestral origin, besides the mythical one.
If some of them ever could biologically descend from the despised (by Nina Rodrigues and Roger Bastide)
Bantu or from the Jêje, it is not discussed in any part of the book. Therefore the label nagô is rather rooted in an ethos, which include skin color, age range, biotype, garments, body techniques and job, whose set suppose (but not necessarily take for grant) a certain cult affiliation.
Baianas as Pretas-Velhas
Let us fix our gaze upon the mãe preta [or "black mother"], another character belonging to Brazilian visual repertory, possessing identifying features that closely resemble those of the baiana. Another product of 1800s Romanticism, she was often portrayed as the Romantic heroine's affable, tender chaperonnursemaid and epitomized in the 1930s and 1940s by the character of Tia Nastácia in the phenomenally best-selling and widely loved series of children's books written by Monteiro Lobato. Through the powerful mass-media appeal of Brazilian telenovelas and television miniseries, the mãe preta grew steadily more popular than the baiana, especially after Tia Nastácia appeared on a daily basis in the broadcast television series "Sítio do Pica-pau Amarelo", which aired for over thirty years. The mãe preta also appears as a deified entity in Umbanda: the preta-velha [or "old black woman"] who, unlike the baiana, belongs to the domestic realm and not to the street. The preta-velha does not possess the independent, self-confident attitude of the baianas. She usually displays a humble, indulgent posture, she is less talkative albeit incisive in her pronouncements. Generally speaking, pretos-velhos
are characterized as humble, patient, long-suffering, and good. Umbanda leaders repeatedly stressed to me their humildade (humility), bondade (friendship), and caridade (charity) and tended to characterize them as subservient" (Brown 1994: 68 grumbling faintly, and went out again. Returning once more, he "pulled" a verse loudly and appropriately, in honor of the goddess then being praised. Menininha startled, hushed herself, then sweetly seconded it. I marveled at her kindliness." (Landes 1996:231-232) Thus baianas and pretas-velhas share both phenotypical and behavioral traits, at least when we consider the domesticated versions of both characters. In the case of the preta-velha this trait is associated to a domestic version of the slavery, when it is brought to the intimacy of the masters' household, and the slavewoman is perceived as a "member of the family", usually as a nanny or a wetnurse. Is in this quality that the mammy, the United States correlate of the preta-velha, is also regarded. Not as an individual, but as an artifact. A mother-thing which idyllic reminder of how good was the United States' Old South domestic relationships, in an imagined and idealized tones (Wallace-Sanders 2008). Would we consider the same regarding the preta-velha concerning the idealized image of the "archaic Brazil" (we'll see it more below, concerning to Roger Bastide's stands)?
It is interesting to note that most of the pretas-velhas -their grandmotherly appellations ('vovó' is Portuguese for 'granny') followed by their "nations" of origin-are Bantu (Vovó Maria Conga, Vovó Cambinda, Tia Maria de Angola, etc.) so that, according to Ordep Serra and Lorand Matory (both of whom disagree with Beatriz Góis Dantas) , no matter what the skin color of whoever invented the schema or is its agent, what counts here is that, because they are predominantly Bantu and usually identify themselves as slaves and not as Africans (Souza 2006) , according to Rodrigues, Carneiro and Bastide the pretas-velhas would be inferior to the baianas.
In the cult of the pretos-velhos, references to African origin (such as 'cambinda', the one underlined by Câmara Cascudo) are less valued than their "slave" origin. Therefore, Africa appears as a reference, but most of the pretos-velhos performances are directed to a Brazilian being born in the senzalas. Thus, pretos-velhos might even be regarded and worshipped as "African"; however, it is in their representation as "slaves" that belief in the power of their "magic" is based (Souza 2006: 134) .
Nevertheless, another significant detail must be highlighted. According to Diana Brown, pretos and pretas-velhas would be results of acculturation; of the purging of African barbarism through the Christianization of slaves plus the redemption by suffering and humiliation derived from their condition as slaves, also emphasized by Souza in his writing on Spiritualist Umbanda:
In this religious network, pretos-velhos are the usual category, reflecting certain conventions about "slavery", with the predominant idea that the "slaves" were subjugated by the whites, controlled through physical punishment and forbidden to practice their religion. This regime provided the development of two types of spirits: rebellious ones and passive ones. The rebels transmit messages of discontent which prevent them from evolving spiritually and eventually produce an evil that is two-fold, for they not only bring about evil but damage the soul by standing in the way of its spiritual evolution. Passive spirits are considered to possess beneficial wisdom, because they have knowledge of magic that they use to fight against evildoing; beyond this, they transmit Christian ideals such as patience, peace, love and humility (Souza 2006: 126-127 ).
We might also reach another intermediate point between the baiana and the mãe preta/preta-velha in which gender representation is related to suffering, hard work and submission, as demonstrated by the behavior of the baianas. This is exemplified in Patrícia Birman's mention of an "eternal suffering" (Birman 1995: 138) and also touched upon by Souza in reference to the ethos of the preto-velho (Souza 2006: 120). Birman's subject here are Candomblé women, which role model are the baianas (here understood as the Candomblé women from the past-"as antigas") as semi-mythical characters. It would these women interviewed by Birman somehow influenced by preta-velha ethos or their role as afro-religious women is rather socially located driven? Anyway, in this regard, pretas-velhas and baianas are likely to converge, although the baiana stands in opposition to the preta-velha in the same way that town opposes country. The baiana is closely associated with the market place (where she can be seen with her tray of sweetmeats); with the street; and with social life. Meanwhile, the preta-velha is an unmistakably domestic persona. Like every other symbol, the baiana is not univocal in its representation. Her oldest version was a regional type found in large Brazilian coastal cities during the second half of the nineteenth century, directly derived from the negras de ganho 7 , many of them slaves who were sent out into the streets by convents and manors to sell delicacies made by their mistresses or by themselves, according to Giberto Freyre (2002: 539) .
It is possible that those women who freed themselves continued to engage in the same activity and thus became financially independent although certainly not socially respectable since, being women, they were not supposed to be out in the street to begin with, dealing with people of all kinds. Mariza Corrêa (2000) states that Ruth Landes was the first scholar to assign leadership in Candomblé to the baiana; in Corrêa's reading of Landes, those women had a crucial importance, since the Candomblé terreiros were centers of social activity and redistribution of wealth and services in the poor neighborhoods of Salvador. in order achieve such a prominent status and easy recognition, black had to be bleached and feminized by the agents referred to by Corrêa as the "dominant group". Consequently, the most representative image of blackness as Brazilian-ness is the mulata.
Baianas and some conclusive implications in Brazilian-ness
Even after the ascension and enthronement of the mulata as a symbol of Brazilian-ness, the baiana continues to exist on a subaltern level. The logical operator that connects the mulata to the baiana in the same sentence is one that distinguishes between Nature and Culture, in which the former term holds prominence over the latter. While the mulata as an icon of Brazilianness expresses a view of themselves cherished by Brazilians -sensual, libidinous mestiços-plays the role of Nature, the baiana synthesizes tradition, the past, an archaic Brazil while playing the role of Culture. The mulata expresses a real, modern being, while the baiana represents the result of an elaborately constructed baroque pre-modernism. These dualities might be schematized as follows: mulata baiana nature culture woman mother body garments and ornaments flesh fat new old individuality hierarchy society (gesellschaft) community (gemeinschaft) modernity tradition miscegenation racial purity present past street house
According to this scheme, the street is the domain of the mulata. The baiana was not cast out of her original environment; she was merely converted to domesticity, her identity increasingly admixed with that of the mãe preta; and if, by any chance, she appeared in the street, she should do so with fewer adornments than the ones that characterized her in the past, reduced to a plain housewife of sorts. Gradually, the trays of delicacies are to be found in the laps of mulatas styled as baianas -the so-called baiana de turista. The "authentic" baiana is now a character confined to the terreiro, timidly and clumsily shuffling whenever she is sighted outside her "specific" environment. I no wonder that the emergence of the mulata as character in Brazilian imagery as a model of a sexualized femininity and aesthetics, but in modern art and popular music coincided with the preta-velha-ization of the baiana in the 1930s. The mulata was thus invested with a sexual attribution from which the baiana became virtually withheld. She is now innocuous as a woman. The rejection of the sexuality of the baiana as well as -how pointed out Mariza Corrêa (1996) -the hypersexualization of the mulata, both revolving around the desire of the white male, signalizes to the social rejection of black women. As says the proverb quoted by Gilberto Freyre (2002) .
"White woman for marrying, mulata for fucking, black woman for working"
The way to this re-elaboration of baiana femininity in her virtual cloister had already been paved not by Ruth Landes, but by Édison Carneiro, who wrote of Candomblé as a "woman's job", albeit the job of an affable woman, a housewife; the most literal preta-velha.
"This hierarchical division would appear to confirm the opinion that Candomblé is a woman's job -essentially domestic, familiar, walled, removed from the struggle for the daily bread" (Carneiro 1978: 117) .
The mãe-de-santo whose photograph is mentioned in the beginning of this paper led the highly prestigious and historically important Ilê Axé Opô Afonjá 8 for three decades. By 1957, Mãe Senhora's social mobility had allowed her to obtain the national title of "Mãe Preta do Ano" (Santos 1988) , which seems to be in conformity with the image of domesticity now conferred upon the baianas. Mulata -Although technically the product of racial intermixture between black and white, the term is also used generically to designate an extremely beautiful and sensual woman usually working as a show girl Nagô -Terreiros and rituals in Afro-Brazilian religions. Brazilian psychiatrist and ethnologist Nina Rodrigues (1862 Rodrigues ( -1906 identified these terreiros as Yoruba in origin and his classification continues to be upheld to the present day. In Candomblé, terreiros identified as nagô are reputed to be "pure African"
and, therefore, of superior quality when compared to others of different denominations.
Nations of (Nações de) Candomblé -Models of cults around which the Candomblé terreiros are organized. Umbanda chants and liturgy are performed in Brazilian Portuguese.
